Finally, a fully programmed feeding and driving system as flexible as your current and future production needs demand. The Visumatic VIPer is offered in two standard configurations: a turnkey, stand alone assembly station or as a complete modular assembly component to meet the needs of machine builders and their customers.

The **Standard** Features

1. 4-Axis (X, Y, Z, Θ) Robot
2. Visumatic Nosepiece Assembly
3. DC Torque/Angle Control & Monitoring Tools
4. Complete Controls Package
5. Adaptable Operator Interface Packages
6. Visumatic Feed System

The **Advant-Edge**

7. Over 7,000 cubic inches working envelope.
8. Visumatic brings you the greatest fastener capability worldwide. (Feeder shown with optional bulk supply hopper.)
10. Modular and complete controls packages with an entire range of user capability, including vision guidance.
11. Control and administration to meet your needs. (Shown with touch screen operator interface panel.)
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